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A Note from the Author  

Dear Readers, 

The summer of 2020 will be remembered—along with its many calamities, reckonings, and 
uprisings—as the season of the toppled monument. Down Along with That Devil’s Bones was  
first published at the end of that summer and chronicles the years of monument protests  
leading up to last summer’s reckoning. The book follows the campaigns to remove the monu-
ments of the infamous Confederate general Nathan Bedford Forrest in four American cities. 
Part present-day reporting, part historical deep dive, the book interrogates the stories these 
monuments tell and unearths the ones they withhold.

But it became a personal journey, too. My many treks across battlefields, cemeteries, and 
college campuses while reporting this book mark a time in which my understanding of this 
country, its history, and my place in it was radically transformed. As I drove across the South 
to cover the intensifying monument protests, I tried to make sense of the many discomfiting 
truths about white supremacy, violence, and America’s faulty collective memory that were 
raised by them. I hope these parallel journeys will be relatable and compelling for readers who, 
like me, are more closely scrutinizing the role race played in shaping our country, our towns, 
and ourselves. 

Although nearly 100 Confederate monuments have come down since the summer of 2020, 
some 1,500 public symbols of the Confederacy remain—reminders of all the work still to be 
done to achieve the ideals of this country. I’m grateful that this book can contribute to the ur-
gent, ongoing referendum of America’s past as a way to forge a more honest, equitable future. 

With gratitude, 

 

 

Connor Towne O’Neill 



Monuments Featured in  
DOWN ALONG WITH THAT DEVIL’S BONES

SELMA, ALABAMA  
A bronze bust of Nathan Bedford Forrest stands on a granite pedestal in the  
Confederate Circle of Selma’s Old Live Oak Cemetery. The pedestal lists Forrest’s 
battles and nicknames as well as the Confederate motto Deo Vindice, which trans-
lates to “With God as our protector” or “God will vindicate.” Originally dedicated  
in 2000, just after the city elected its first black mayor, the statue was stolen in 2012 
and replaced in 2015. 

MURFREESBORO, TENNESSEE  
Forrest Hall is the ROTC building on the campus of Middle Tennessee State  
University. It was dedicated in 1958, four years after Brown v. Board of Education 
and four years before the school integrated. For decades, the school was awash in 
Confederate symbolism, much of it honoring Forrest specifically. Sustained protest 
from students of color over several generations has led the university to remove 
most of it. However, after a fierce student-led protest, the university’s request to 
rename Forrest Hall was denied by the Tennessee Historical Commission, and so 
the name remains. 

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE  
Hands down the ugliest Confederate monument, the 27-feet-tall fiberglass statue  
of Forrest leers just off the shoulder of I-65 south of downtown Nashville. Sculpted 
by the late Jack Kershaw (dubbed “one of the most iconic American white segrega-
tionists of the 20th century” by the Southern Poverty Law Center), the statue stands 
on private property and thus won’t be coming down any time soon. But the story 
of the statue and its sculptor offers a revealing glimpse of white supremacist move-
ments in America. 

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE  
Dedicated in 1905, the stately bronze equestrian statue stood for over a century in a 
park in the city’s medical district until a dramatic late-night removal in the winter of 
2017. Forrest and his wife, Mary Ann, are buried underneath the base of the statue; 
the possibility of their disinterment is the subject of an ongoing lawsuit. 

OTHER HISTORICAL FIGURES IN THE BOOK 
Robert E. Lee 
Benjamin Harrison 
Elodie Todd Dawson 
Norward Roussell 
Andrew Lytle 
Sylvester Brooks 
Donald Davidson 

Thomas Dixon Jr. 
William Forrest 
Jack Kershaw 
Ida B. Wells 
Shelby Foote 
Martin Luther King Jr. 
Lafcadio Hearn



 1.   The first monument discussed in Down Along with 
That Devil’s Bones is in Selma, Alabama. That monu-
ment was originally displayed on city property, then 
later moved to a private property in a cemetery. In 
what ways does the location of a monument change 
its meaning? Does it matter to you where a Confed-
erate monument is displayed?  

2.  Selma’s official slogan is “From Civil War to Civil 
Rights and Beyond,” but, as one activist observed to 
the author, they haven’t gotten to the beyond yet. Do 
you think your community, or any communities in the 
United States, have gotten to the beyond? 

3.  Some people in this book argue that the removal of a 
monument erases history. Can history be erased? Are 
monuments themselves history? How much do you 
think a monument is about history, and how much is 
it about the present?  

4.  Some Southern locales where there are Confederate 
monuments have opted to place, next to the monu-
ments, a plaque that explains the Jim Crow context 
of its erection, hoping to avoid the conflict that has 
roiled in so many cities. Do you feel this is an effective 
way to deal with the issue? Or does the fact that the 
monument still stands, even though it is given con-
text, remain a painful reminder to Black Americans of 
the persistence of racism in that city?  

5.  Studying Confederate monuments helped O’Neill 
to see a tendency of white Americans to claim inno-
cence, a naive view of their history as flattering. What 
experiences have you had that may have prompted 
you to reexamine the stories you tell about the past?  

6.  When you were in school, were you taught that the 
Civil War was fought over “states’ rights,” or over slav-
ery? What do you make of the continued insistence by 
many people on referring to the Civil War as “the War 
Between the States”? Do you feel that calling it “the 
War Over Slavery” would be a more apt name?   

7.  Connor O’Neill, during the course of his investiga-
tions and research for this book, came to understand 
just how much of his own white privilege was built 
through centuries of racial violence and inequity. Did 
you learn anything about your own history or heritage 
through reading O’Neill’s book and following his 
journey? If so, what did you learn?  

8.  Do you agree with the implicit argument that O’Neill 
makes in his book that, in fact, the Civil War still 
has not ended, more than a century and a half after 
the last battle? What recent examples support that 
argument?  

9.  After the 2017 white supremacist rally in Charlottes-
ville, a local judge lamented the city’s loss of status 
as an “All-American city.” What does “All-American” 
mean to you? Did the events discussed in this book 
change the meaning of that designation for you?  

10.  Were you surprised by the decision by the City of 
Memphis to exploit the loophole in state law that 
allowed them to remove the Forrest statue in their 
city? What does that decision indicate about the 
growing consensus around the removal of monu-
ments?  

11.  In the epilogue, O’Neill offers a distinction between 
a monument and a memorial. What is so important 
about that difference? How does that distinction 
affect the way we encounter historical markers?  

12.   The book includes the recurring image of an empty 
pedestal. What do you think should go up in the 
place of toppled Confederate monuments?  

13.  O’Neill encourages readers to see the removal of 
monuments as the start of a process rather than an 
ending. What, in your experience, are other inequi-
ties that could be addressed after a monument comes 
down.

Questions for Discussion  



A Q&A with Connor Towne O’Neill  
by Jane Greenway Carr

This interview originally ran on CNN Opinion. Reprinted courtesy of CNN,  
with a new introduction courtesy of Jane Greenway Carr. 

As a schoolchild growing up in Memphis, Tennessee, 
I visited the battlefields of Fort Pillow and Shiloh 
and toured Andrew Jackson’s Nashville home, the 
Hermitage. When I was a teenager, I haunted the 
blues clubs of Beale Street (the ones that would let 
me in without ID). I have watched football at the 
Liberty Bowl and basketball and bands at the Pyra-
mid (before it became a Bass Pro Shop); I have driven 
through the Smoky Mountains and walked the floor 
of the Tennessee State House. (I have not been to 
Dollywood. I know, I hate myself, too.) 

But until I read Connor Towne O’Neill’s Down Along 
with That Devil’s Bones: A Reckoning with Monuments, 
Memory, and the Legacy of White Supremacy, I did not 
know this about my home state: It is also home to 
thirty-one monuments to Confederate general and 
native son Nathan Bedford Forrest— more than the 
state’s three presidents (Jackson, Andrew Johnson, 
and James K. Polk) combined. 

In his book, O’Neill paraphrases architect Aldo Rossi 
to posit that “a city’s monuments also serve as con-
tainers for the collective memory of that place.” And 
while he does not put it quite this way, what he has 
done with this book about monuments and memory 
of Forrest—and what the public figures and activists 
on both sides he profiles in Alabama and especially in 
Tennessee have done—is pour out those containers in 
the public square, asking readers and neighbors alike 
to bear witness as every last drop spills loose. 

He writes that his book “begins and ends with an 
empty pedestal”—an image of division for some, of 
progress for others. What that empty space means, 
O’Neill implies, and what comes next, he says more 
explicitly, is up to us. 

I spoke with O’Neill in the fall of 2020, in a season 
roiled by the traumas of a deadly pandemic and the 
political maelstrom of a contentious presidential 
election. Looking back on our conversation from 

post-Trump remove, I am even more struck by what 
stood out to me then as perhaps the book’s richest 
achievement: the author’s ability to make a Klans-
man the prism whose refracted light illuminates the 
shadows of racism in a post-2016 America—and now, 
a post-2020 one as well. 

The following interview has been lightly edited for 
clarity and flow. 

Jane Greenway Carr: Why did you want to write 
this book? 

Connor Towne O’Neill: I realized that I didn’t 
really understand my country—or that I didn’t live in 
a country I thought I lived in. I went down this rabbit 
hole of studying this somewhat obscure Confederate 
general, as a way of figuring out what this country was 
built on—the inequities that it was built on and how 
those inequities are perpetuated. Those stories stand 
in stark contrast to the kinds of rose-tinted stories 
of American exceptionalism that we just breathe 
like the air. It was my way of making sense of the last 
couple of years of upheaval, too. 

Carr: You talk about Confederate monuments “as a 
prominent theater of political war.” Can you elabo-
rate on what you mean? 

O’Neill: These symbols didn’t just show up there 
overnight. They’re there because specific people with 
specific economic and political power wanted them 
to be there. And they reflect the racial and political 
views that those people hold. So they’re not just these 
figures of history, they’re very much a part of the 
present. 

How they got there is political and whether they’ll 
stay there is political. Because symbols matter. 
This summer has made that even more abundantly 
clear—President [Donald] Trump giving a July Fourth 



address in front of Mount Rushmore, protesters 
toppling monuments across the country. These sym-
bols matter and are tied to our politics and to these 
questions that our country is wrestling with right 
now about whether our society can [fully] transform 
itself into a multiracial democracy. That was the 
question of the Civil War. That was the question of 
Reconstruction. That was the question of the civil 
rights movement. And that is the question right now. 
And in each of those moments, as we’re asking those 
questions, monuments are coming up and coming 
down. 

Carr: There is one passage where you describe the 
events in Charlottesville in 2017: “Ironically, by 
violently defending the traitors who made up the 
Confederacy, Unite the Right expressed something 
essential about American whiteness—as if their 
acrylic glass shields were meant for us to catch our 
reflections in.” What is the significance of Americans 
being confronted, in their own history and in the 
present, with “something essential about American 
whiteness”? 

O’Neill: As James Baldwin says, if we don’t know who 
we are, we don’t have any capacity to change. And we 
sorely need to change. As Americans, we don’t know 
ourselves because we don’t think about whiteness and 
we don’t think about what it means. But if you look 
at how whiteness has been constructed and enforced 
in this country, over centuries, there is no whiteness 
without a supremacy attached to it. That is what 
whiteness was invented to do. It was invented and 
is perpetuated to hoard opportunity and resources 
and wealth at the expense of others. It is a system of 
extraction and exploitation. 

And that is a hard pill to swallow. It’s hard because 
white people don’t want to see it. They don’t want to 
see that an identity so many white Americans took 
for granted and haven’t thought much about has a 
real moral bankruptcy to it. 

Carr: What was it like to get to know some of the 
contemporary characters you bring to life—like the 
Reverend James Perkins, the former (and first African 
American) mayor of Selma; Joshua Crutchfield, a 

graduate student at Middle Tennessee State Uni-
versity; and Tami Sawyer, an activist (and now local 
politician) in Memphis? 

O’Neill: It was really important. Those connections 
helped me figure out the way I needed to approach 
this material and how I needed to be self-reflective 
about my own place in it. Reverend Perkins, Joshua, 
Tami, all in their own ways, took moral responsibility 
for their cities. It was never just a symbolic debate for 
them—it was about equality, it was about justice, and 
it was personal. There’s so much to admire in that. 
And to a greater or lesser degree, they were kind of 
skeptical of me. 

It really took some doing, for instance, to get Rever-
end Perkins to talk to me. He wasn’t going to agree to 
talk to me about what it meant to him that a statue of 
Nathan Bedford Forrest went up during his first week 
in office until I was able to talk to him about what it 
meant to me. Which is to say, he was skeptical of me 
and we had to talk through how I was approaching 
this material and how I understood myself in this 
context. Because I think, as we were talking about 
earlier, it’s a tendency among some white people to 
feel like questions about race in America don’t really 
involve them. But of course, they do. We are the 
antagonists here, whether or not we want to be, and 
maybe for some only passively. But it implicates us; 
it shapes everything about our lives. We’re not at all 
exempt from it. 

Carr: Did working on the White Lies podcast inform 
your approach to the book? 

O’Neill: Spending time in Selma while reporting 
White Lies deeply informed my sense of the book. 
One of the slogans that Selma has is “From the 
Civil War to Civil Rights and Beyond.” And I think 
reporting out White Lies showed us that the lies we 
told ourselves [about race] are what keeps us from 
getting to a beyond. The Forrest book obviously 
grapples with the Civil War side of this, but in [both 
the podcast and book], I was seeing the unresolved 
tensions about race in America and how they keep us 
from getting to the beyond. 



Carr: Toward the end of the book, you describe two 
moving scenes—the dedication ceremony of a marker 
in Memphis acknowledging the location of Forrest’s 
slave mart, held on the anniversary of Martin Luther 
King Jr.’s assassination. It includes a reading of the 
known names and ages of the slaves sold there. The 
other is your visit to the National Memorial for Peace 
and Justice in Montgomery, which memorializes 
victims of lynching. Both moments stirred in me this 
question: When it comes to monuments, is removal 
enough? If not, what’s the next step—acknowledg-
ment? Or would you use a different word? 

O’Neill: I think removal is a start. Telling the truth is 
the next step. Then understanding why those sym-
bols were there, why some of us needed them, why 
they were there and why they have stayed with us 
for so long. Connecting them to issues of power and 
wealth. That can orient us to what’s next. 

I think in some ways these Confederate monuments 
are weathervanes—they point in a direction that 
political winds are blowing. They start to go up not in 
the immediate aftermath of the Civil War but only af-
ter the former Confederates had undermined Recon-
struction and returned the South to white suprem-
acists’ rule—it’s only then that those monuments go 
up and they’re a signal of that shift. I think now, as 
they’re coming down, they can also be weathervanes 
and can point us to the larger inequities that we need 
to address. 

Carr: At one point, you quote a Greil Marcus essay 
about Elvis Presley, where he’s talking about how dif-
ficult it is to pinpoint watershed moments in people’s 
lives. No spoilers, but I will say that you share in the 
book what you think the watershed moment was in 
Nathan Bedford Forrest’s life. To ask you a big, huge, 
unfair question: After writing this book, what would 
you say are America’s watershed moments on race? 
Are they static, or do they change? 

O’Neill: I think we’re in one right now, which is 
itself a change. Reconstruction is another watershed 
moment. That was a moment where there was a 
possibility that we could be otherwise, and there was 

real progress in that direction. But it was undone. 
And then, during the civil rights movement a century 
later, there was another moment. We could acknowl-
edge that the game was rigged, could dream that 
maybe we could really foster a multiracial democracy. 

But then we turned away from it again, toward “law 
and order” presidencies, the war on drugs, being 
tough on crime, fueling mass incarceration. Twice 
now, we’ve betrayed these massive movements to get 
us to live up to our highest ideals. Maybe this time 
will be otherwise—it’s certainly an opportunity. But I 
think the thing to remember is that there has always 
been this opportunity. We can always be otherwise. 

Carr: If you could say one thing or tell one story to 
another white person about what you learned in re-
searching and writing this book—I’m thinking partic-
ularly of a white American, someone who is willing to 
listen [to your side] but who maybe grew up learning 
that the Civil War was fought over states’ rights and 
not slavery—what would that thing or story be? 

O’Neill: I guess I would tell them the story of the 
moments just before the Civil War broke out. You 
could look at the situation at a national level and take 
stock of the physical and spiritual torture that was 
taking place in the South. And the great extraction 
of wealth and all the financial instruments that were 
created to extract that wealth that was enriching the 
entire country [including the North]. I would try to 
get them to understand that everyone is implicated in 
this. And I would tell them the story of the lies that 
were told to justify slavery, which is just antithetical 
to the society we tell ourselves we are—the lies about 
Black inferiority that were told to justify slavery.  

I would [ask them to] look at that watershed moment 
right before the war so they could understand all the 
complexities of that situation—the physical horror of 
it, the financial extraction, and the ideology that was 
being used. Because those three things, in one way or 
another, are still at work in this country; they’ve just 
taken on different forms. This is what Bryan Steven-
son is getting at when he says that “slavery didn’t end 
in 1865, it just evolved.” 



Carr: Your book isn’t a biography of Forrest, but you 
spent all this time investigating him and living with 
his memory. I’m curious to know whether you still 
feel him with you. Do you get up, go about your day, 
with him still there in your mind? 

O’Neill: Yeah, I do. Like you said, it’s not a straight 
biography. I wanted to tell this story about his mem-
ory—and I wanted to have him be present. But at 
the end of the day, it was more interesting for me to 
understand him in the context of his moment, and 
to see the structures of his life that he moved along: 
[his involvement in] the Second Middle Passage—the 
movement of enslaved people down from the Upper 
South into the plantations of the Deep South. What 
it meant for the South to secede and what he was 
saying about that secession. And then of course how 
Reconstruction was overthrown by the Klan and how 
those policies of white supremacy were reimposed 
after the fall of Reconstruction. 

That’s part of why I was interested in him. But I was 
also interested in what he could illuminate about the 
larger context he was living in. So in that way, I think 
of him as a good teacher—that following his story 
taught me so much about how we wound up in this 
moment we’re in. And while I find so many of his 
actions to be repugnant, it’s through him that I came 
to a deeper and more honest understanding of my 
country—and myself. 

JANE GREENWAY CARR is the social and  
cultural commentary editor for CNN Digital.  
A writer and scholar as well as a journalist, she  
holds a PhD in English and is the cofounder of  
the Brooklyn Quarterly. Her work has appeared  
on CNN, Slate, Pacific Standard, Vox, the Atlantic,  
and in scholarly journals. 


